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mourn· Talaska
script of Hobbes.
The book, entitled "The
NEWS EDITOR
. Hardwick Library and Hobbes's
,. . _
· Eaiiy :Intellectual Development,''
·"We gather here tonight sllould be published this year.
shocked, stunned, moved to tears by Talaska discovered the manuscript
theloss,wehaveiricurred,andmoved while studying in Chatsworth, Ento anger by the pain of that loss."
gland, at ihe library Hobbes ·con~
Thus the emotions of.those structed.
attending last night's vigil service
"Only Rich could_have found
for Dr.. Richard A. Talaska, Ph.D., amanuscript like this, because 011ly
were expressed· by Rev, John he would be so careful and circumLaRocca, S.J., in the opening lines · spectabouteverypageuntildiscovof his homily.
ering the thinghefourid," sirid Quinn ..
· · Known throughout Xavier as..
_ . Cliaif of the phllosophy de~
arerriarkableandconscientious'rnan, partmerit Dr. Robert Retliy also
.. Jalaska; 43,
be sorely missed spoke of Talaska's _scholarship.__ ._
by, his students and feHow faculty _._• •. ;/'.Xavier J1as,- anunsighed
members. Talaska, \\'ho h.ad ~e.en ~- . legacyfrqrri R}ch, w~ich:is thephiBY KARA' BENKEN

will

.pro.fess.Qf:,Qf.•Phi!~~9PllY.at•!Xavier~osophy.componerit

of the·coi"ecilr-·-~

for 14 years, died last 1'hursday in ricufoni;'' he said. .
his F0rest Parkliome. ·. • : · · ·
Talaska also wrote several ai""Ric_~ always admonished us ticlesaboutcriticalre!!Soning,teach- ..-.
to.P..~~~-ue ~Ufe ofre_ason aridfriend~ . i~gat Xaviet ~nd university ROTC
ship, and he pur;. .·
studies;
sued it himself,"
His involve"Ionly hopethlli
ment in Civil War
saidDr.Timothy S.
Qyinn; who had
what he taught .
reenactments was
can be strongef
evidenced by the
known Talaska for
23 years.
suit chosen for the
"The depth
than the difficulty · vigil.
of his private sorof hisJoss)'
"We' II all
BY STEVE SMITH.
rows was an exmiss him," said
DIVERSIONS EDITOR
ample of his gener'Rethy, "lonlyhope
DR.
ROBERT
RETHY'
ous spirit," Quinn
that what he taught
PHILOSOPHY CHAIR
said.·
.. can be stronger
From start to finish, the Aware Tour rocked through
Referred to
.than the difficulty
·
Ripley's
last Tuesday evening, without ever demonstratby many as an extraordinarily gen-· ofhis·loss. What we don't lose is··
ing a gliI~n1er of letting up. _
·
erotis and gentle soul, he was known more important than what we do
The
Aware
Tour
comes
at
music
fans with a differ·
forhisparticulatinsightandinterest [lose]," said Rethy.
.
ent
approach
from
that
·of
big
event
summer
fesitvals.
in others.
Known also for 'his sense of
There
will
be
no
hemp
boothes
selling
bracelets
or20,000
"He was always completely humor, the book left,o~ the d~ski~
. s~atvenues.on this tour. Instead, fans encounternmsic at-·
with you. Whether he was bored by his office was a new joke bookiather'
its finest, packed' into medium sized clubs across the
your conversation or not, it never than a scholarly masterpiece.
co.untry
and filled \~ith loud and appredativ~ fans that
·~He was. always happy. at
seemed as though he was," said
•niake
up
thesoul of the. tour's grassroots support.
Quinn.
school, he would share his joke of
A
widely
accepted approach that is true to the roots
His students reiterated. Jun- the day. He had a truly unclouded
·.and
motivations
that run the company tJ:iat organii:es the
ior philosophy major Tony countenance,''. said Rethy ..
·
tour;
Aware
Recorci~.
• · ··
Sculimbrene attributes his passion
"Xavier was on,e of the places
.
.
At
each
stop
on
the
tour
fans
have
the
opportunity
for philospphy to Talaska.
where he could really be happy and
·
to
s.ee
any
of
a
nine
bands
that
have
been
featured
on one
"He was the most compas- . share the friendships .he wanted to
.ofthe'Aware
compilation
albums.
Nineteen
Whe~ls
and
sionate man, and he always wen tout share,'' Quinn said; _
Train
are
sharing
the
headlining
billing
throughout
the
ofhiswaytomakesureeveryonein
"Philosophy has to be done
tour
and
wiUbe
joined
by
Aware
bands
from
each
region
the class knew what he was talking with friends and can't be done in
of the country as they make their way from venue to
about. He taught the texts in rela- ·private. Rich was, in part, the glue ·
venue.
.
tion to the dialogue in class,'' said that boundus all,together."
· ·_
Last
Tuesday's
show saw the Chicago based quarSculimbrene.
"I don't think any of us will·
tetDovetailJointas
a
part
of the night's three band lineup.
Talaska was not only a de- ever get over it," he said.
Dov_etail
kicked
the
evening's entertainment off
voted.teacher, but also a remarkable
Perhaps LaRocca described it
.
with
a
spark,
as
the
high-energy
rockers hit the stage
scholar. He completed his doctoral best.. "Rich, you are still teachin.g
dressed
in
dark
suits.·
· dissertation on the English philosoc us. Even in your death, you still
Lead
singer.
Chuck
Gladfelterfrorr:z
Dovetaithits.
"'·
'·,
.
Ready
for
business,
Doyetail
wasted
no time at all
pherThomasHobbeswhileatCatho: · teach us.'.'
··
that
ever-so-tough
high
note
at
the
Awafe
concert
'
-~oving·
into
their
fast-paced,
well.
const:ructed
vib_e that
IicUniversity in Washington, D.C..
Talaska will be buried in St.
last
TuesdaynightiitRipley
•
s.
The
concert
·
npped
through
a
medfocre
sized
St.
Patrick's
Day
crowd.
andrecentlycompletedabookbased :}9~n's. Cemetery in Fox River
on a previously undiscoveredmanu- · Grove: m., nextto his mother.
featured
Nineteen
.· (Please seeAware, page JO)
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Violence against gays
The committee on contemporary iss.ues is sponsoring a·
lecture by Dorothy Hajdys tonight at 8:15 p.m. in Kelley Audito- ·
rium in Alter Hall. Her son, Alan Schindler, was a sailor who was
beaten to death in Japan.by his shipmates for being gay. Hajdys will
speak on homophobia and violence against gays and lesbians,
including how she fought to discover the truth about her son's death ·
as well as the prosecution of his killers.

Commuter positions
.

.

·. : Beneath .·Xavier's pendulum FoucaultPendufom to Xavier was ·
is afloor·nmral which was n:i.ade by . approximately $25,000. nwas paid
· Di.. Raymond Miller using. ah·· an~.. for by an alumni drive spearheaded .
cientartform ciilled intarsia.'Ihtarsia . bY.Miller and others from the phys- · ·
·. • ..
is the art of creating and enhancing. ics dep~ent. . .
a representation of a person; object
· . According to Miller, the ;stuor scene by using the i:J.aturhl shades, dents; faculty and all those associ. tones; co~ors; tei{tures and ·grains of · ated with Xavie{ are privileged to . ·
.various \voods. > Using Red Oak, have a Foucault Pendulum. Its hi'sAfric'an ·Mahogany;<.• Cherry,. torical-valu_e and scientific.worth
Lace~ood; Basswood and Afneri- ·are .evidenced by·oth.erJmportant ·
.can, Walnu(Mmer, a professor of . institutions. whfoh .·house similar .
· phys_ics; ·ccimpfot~d- the. intarsia-, ·structures, such•as the· General Asseinbiy building ofthe United Na~ .
Smithsonian Museum
· tions and
()f.Histoty andTe~~nol()gy, .

Commuter services is looking for people to apply for positions on the Commuter Council board for the 1998~99 school year.·
If interested, stop by the CIC in the University Center for a
candidate and election informational packet. Elections are March
31 and April 1. The available positions include: president, viee
pr:esident, treasurer, secretary and programming implementation
supervisor.

Hunger .CleanuP

the

Xavier histor:y
JUSTICE is sponsoring a talk about the history of Xavier ~n -·._
Monday, March 30 at~ p.m. in the Buenger Recreation Room. Rev.
Leo Klein, S.J;, theology, Dr~ David Flaspohler, math and computer -_- •. · _science,.andDr. Terrence Toepker; physics, will lead the discussion;· .. ·
Refreshments will be' provided.
.
·
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Xavler professor and coordi- nator of business law for.the accounting and inf~rmation syst~ms
. department,: ~aul . Fiorelli, will be
spendi1,1g next year in Washiri.gton

D.c.-
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· · Thursday; March 19, 6:05 p.m. ·.··. · -. ·_. ·.· ... -·..

Xavier police officers received a call on· acampus emergency:.· .• ·.
phone from a juvenile in the area, reporting his 14-year~old brother··
was beating up his grandmother. The boy was turned over to the .· ·
.. ·
.
Cincinnati police,·
·
· ·
·

Sunday, March 22, 8 p.m. · . ,, .: .

· .

Two male nonstudents were escorted out of the computer lab_'' · .
in the University Center after officers receiveli-several Eeports _the, ·
men were speaking and acting inappropriat~lY:· · . . . , · ·
.·

Friday, March 13, 4:30 p.m•.
Xavier police officers investigated an alleged shopliftirig and theft report of a Xavier jacket from the university
bookstore. The suspect claimed to be a Xavier student but did
not have an ID. She was stopped, questioned and then released.
On Friday, March 20, 10:45 a.m., the same 24~year~old
woman was again stopped outside the bookstore; -this time
possessing $150 of.stolen merchandise; The woman, who was
Iiot student, was arrested for theft and falsification. " ..
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Duke, XU's amb~dor of good will
BY AMY ZYWICKI

•. : AssT~ NEws EDITOR
His eaiy to overlook him, of
even drive. liyjhe guard shack he
man.(eyej:yday ·at the entrance to
Xavier. B1it those who know 58year~oldAllen "Duke" Rose say his
service ··and dedication. to the
university's community have made
him Xavier's ambassador of good
will for over 25 years.
After making his daily commute from
Amelia,
Duke can be
'
.
_found sitting in his guard shack.
From 7 a.m.-3 p.m., Monday through
Friday;·he gives directions, distributes parking p·ermits and helps visitors in any way he can. Itmay sound
simple; but Xavier is Duke's life
and his ·livelihood; and any contribution makes him happy.
"When a visitor pulls in, I'm
the first person they rrieet," said
Duke·. '."l:amthe first impression of.
Xavier many folks :get; so Ws importimt for-me· to· leave agood -impression and be as helpful and kind
as lean be."
Through the years, .Duke has
indeed left a lasting impression on
nearly everyone. According to
Michael Couch, chief of Xavier's

Eastern Kentucky. At the time, a
camera cost two dollars and I didn't
have that kind of money, so for me to
remember a scene I had to draw it.
From that point on, it has become a
part of me," Duke said. In 1992,
Duke was asked to draw the cover
for the campus Christmas cards by
Xavier President, Rev. J.ames Hoff,
S.J.
"It was such an honor," said
Duke. "It was overwhelming and so
very gratifying to think they would
even consider me."
In addition to his artistic ta!ents, Duke also considers himself an .
amateur naturalist. · "I just love to
watch birds and animals. I also like
to collect really old stuff from flea
markets," Duke laughs. "I don't
knowwhatitis, butljustloveclocks,
the weirder the better. They look so
complexandyetarereallysosimple."
"It's little gestures of kindness
that make each day on thejob seem
worthwhile and give me fulfillment.
I couldn't ask for anything more
rewarding," said Duke.
"You know what rnakes my
job so exciting is all the various
kinds of people I get to meet," he
, said. "I have met congressmen, senators and mayors through the years. I
even got to meet President Clinton
when he was on campus. What an
honor that was."

· campus police, Xavier- has never
heard one negative remark or received complaints about Duke.
· What he· has rece1ved are about 30
· letters of. appreciation coming from
presidents and deans ofuniversities
regarding. Duke's hospitality and
valuable service.
"I have known Duke for 18
years, and I have found him to be the
most dedicated, honest andreliable
person I have ever worked with,"
said Couch. "His pleasant disposition and down~to-earth, country de~
meanor makes a person feel welcome.".
Duke came to Xavier in 1974
through a security company whose
account was with Xavier. Tom
Stadtmiller was associate vice presi-,
dent for busin.ess at the time and was
responsible for hiring Duke.
"I have .never seen a more
loyalpersontothe.university in all
my days,!' said Stadtmiller.
Duke's love for sketching is
the only possible rival to his love for
x'.a,vit;!r. Anyone who has stepped
insideDuke's guard booth has seen
th.e ]Jrown~bounded. album sitting
on his desk, filled with sketches he
is happy to show. Some of the
sketches even contain poems and
short stories.
· "I remember being in the hills
as a small boy in Wolfe County,

Last September, Duke's happiness was turned to heartache when
he shattered his left femur and was
unable to work in his beloved guard
shack for five months.
"l remember the day so
clearly. It was Sept. 30. It was
terrible, the phone cord was too long,
so I -rolled it up and put it in the
corner," explains Duke.. "Well it
progressively started to uncoil. A
car pulled up and as I dashed out to
wait on it, my right foot got caught
and I did a Pete Rose into the driveway. Insteadoflandingonmychest,
I landed on my hip and smashed it."
Duke spent two weeks in the
hospital and more weeks going
through therapy.
"lcouldn'twaittocomeback,
I had such cabin fever/' Duke said.
Looking at his shack, Duke smiled,
"It feels good to be home."
Duke hopes to remain at
Xavier until the time comes when
he must retire from his beloved
shack.
"The plan was, I was going to
retire at 65, but now with the injury
I don't know ifl will lastthat long,"
Duke said. "Xavier is my whole
life, it means everything to me. I
can'timagine what! will do without
it." After a moment of silence Duke
adds. "Everything I own and everything I am Iowe to Xavier."
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Don't miss
your chance
to prepare
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GRE
experts.
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PHYSICS AT UD
An intensive summer program_:_June 16, 199~August 1, 1998

a

• A full-year college physics course, including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
• Ideally suited for pre-medical and other life science college students.
• Appropriate for mostacademiC majors.
·

: ~::~·~~~;~:~~;~o,v.
~~~:~~ent ofPhysics. .

.

·. · .. .Univ~sity of Dayt~
(937) 229·2311 · · · · ·
.
.
. 300 College Park
HTIP://www.lldayton.ed~/~physics/i~t~ns.hlm ·. Payton; Ohio 45469-2314
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Passed visitation Tenured
faculty
BY TOM DECORTE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The student senate's resolution to adjust the visitation policy of
the Office of Residence Life was
approved last week by Ron Slepitza,
Xavier vice-president for Student
Development and Ava Jean Fiebig,
director of Residence Life.
The resolution extends the
time members of the opposite sex
.may remain in an individual room
or.apartments to l a.m. Sunday thru
Thursday and 2 a.m. Friday and
Saturday nights. Also, visitation
hours will be moved back to 10 a.m.
for all days of the week.
This resolution will go into
effect at the beginning of the fall
semester. The new student hand~
book, which will be printed this ·
year, will also reflect the change in
the policy.
"The rationale was that students' study late into the evening,"
said Fiebig.

Though the hours in the visitation policy ha:ve been changed,
according to the student handbook
revision, "the right and courtesy towards the roommate(s) will always
supercede the right of a resident to
have a guest.
"We don't want the rights of a
roommate to be violated," said
Fiebig. "It is our desire to have
students respecting their roommates'
rights to sleep," she said.
·
The resolution, passed by the
student senate on Feb. 2, was drawn
up and proposed by senators James
Bowling and Sam Miller.
"The basic problem with the
original resolution was I had a lot of
students asking me, 'Why can't I
stop by someone's room after a
morning class or study with a girl
afte_rmidnight,"' said Bowling.
"What it came down to is that
we're college students and don't
necessarily study during normal
hours," he said.

-

Xavier University's Black Student Association
invites you to· the

22nd.9Lnnua[

Ylntonio Johnson Scfto{arsliip fBamjuet

The Office of Academic Affairs announced tenure and promotion for faculty last week. A Faculty
Recognition Ceremony will be held
on Friday, April 17 at 4. p.m. in the
Lodge Learning Lab. The following professors received tenure and promotion to as7
sociate professor: Ms. DonaL. Buel
(Music), Dr. Julia A. Cagle (Finance), Dr. IreneB. Compton(Modern Languages), Dr. Brenda S.
Gardner (Human Resource Development), Dr. Robin Ikegami (English), Dr. Ginger McKenzie
(Montessori Education), Dr.
Daewoo Park (Management and
Entrepreneurial Studies), Dr. Rich- .
ard Polt (Philosophy), Dr. Cynthia
J. Rooney (Accounting and Info
Systems) and Dr. Shelly Webb (Finance).
The following professors received tenure only: Ms. Linda Rieg,
associate professor (Nursing) and
. Dr. Ida Schick, associate professor
(Health Services).
Dr. Kaleel C. Skeirik, Jr. (Music) received promotion to associate
professor.
The following professors received promotion to full professor:
Dr. Peter J. Bycio (Management and
Entrepreneurial Studies), Dr.
CynthiaL. Crown (Psychology), Dr.
Irene B. Hodgson (Modern· Languages) and Dr. AlexandraS.Korros ·
(History). · ·
'' · - .;.;_Kara Benken

((!l(ising to tlie. Cfia{{enge})
Join us as we celebrate Academic Excellence

with keynote speaker

The Honorable Judge Melba Marsh
Common Pleas Court of Hamilton County

Free pregnancv tests
24 hour helpline

!Friday, .91.pri[3, 1998 .

321-3100

5:30 p.rf!,. CocKfai{!R.gception
6:00 p.m. flJinner
'Ifte Pfweni~

Pregnancy Problem Center,
East, Inc.

=-~ts·:
•
•

Tickets: $10.00 students, $25.00 non-students

•••
:

Tickets are available at:
Xavier University I Office of Multicultural Affairs
3735 Ledgewood Drive I 745-3181 or 745-1029
Please make your reservation by
March 27, 1997
Transportation provided: Bus

·~

Black Tie Optional/Cash Bar

leav~ng

University Center at 5:00 & 5:45 p.m.

Sponsored by Black Student Association, Student Activities Council,
Student Government Association, and Weekenders
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Rent

:

Oakley - Great
value! 2 Bedroom
$385/mon.
Security deposit
$250. Heat paid,
A/C, equipped
kitchen, no pets.
Must See! Oakley
Terrace 2 7 22633 or 351 "-0100

-MALL
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CIRCULATION 3,500

TALK-

If YOU coud've picked the best actor or actress
·for the OSCARS, who would it have been?

OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS

I

-STAFF' EDITORIA.L-

Fact or fiction?
.

he latest issue of Xavier .
not energized, because there was
nothing to get excited about,
magazine_:_mailed to
save the open bar during the
alumni and parentsceremony. No throngs of
features a cover photo of the
students gathered to witness
Musketeer ensconced in an easy
'
·history in.the making.
chair. Immediately behind him
In reality, no one conlurks monstrous construction
tacted
the Newswire to ask
machinery. In the mascot's
permission to use the doctored
hands is a doctored copy of the
cover and no one asked if they
Newswire with a World War II
could misrepresent student
size headline proclaiming .
interest.
"Groundbreaking!"
. Unfortunately, if one's
Now, it is the place of
Xavier magazine, assembled by
only contact with reality at
the office of
Xavier was this
marketing and
magazine, one
·public relations,
·would easily be
to make the
led to believe that
university look as
1) campus is
sharp as possible.
crawling with
·The Convocation
Caterpillars and 2)
Center is an
students and
detail btXavier magazine exciting proje.ct- ··
campus were ..
one we should all support.
energized by the groundHowever, misrepresenting
breaking_:_as evidenced by the
student interest and the .
giant, fictitious headline on the
Newswire's coverage crosses the
altered Newswire.
line from good public relations
In reality, of course, the
to bad form. The students of
groundbreaking was purely
Xavier are not fictitious; and
ceremonial. No heavy machinneither is the Newswire.
ery is shaking campus, clearing
. Yes, we want wealthy
ground for Xavier's "new living
alumni to give tis money for ~ .
roolll." The location of the.
center'is still asphalt, trees ancl
scholarships; the Convocation
Center and other capital im:.
couple of teiinis courts. Construction is limited to several
provements, but we should
divots in the ground.
present the Xavier community.
In reality, the Newswire's
as it really is and not as a neatly
headline at one-seventh the size
packaged, public relations
product. Xavier is good enough
and one tenth the enthusiasm
was "Convo breaks ground next
without the fiction.
-C.A.E.
week." In reality, campus was

a..
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"Leonardo
DiCaprio ... with a
co-star like Kate
Winslet how can
you go wrong?"

"Fletch ... he looks
just like Chevy
Chase!"
-DAMON
HALVERSON

-MIKE PRIMOZIC

Senior

Senior

· "Matt Damon ... he
"Ben Affleck
because he's a total really stood out in
'Good Will
babe and he let
Hunting.'
"
Matt Damon have
-TIM LYNCH
the spotlight."
-MEG SCHNEWER

"Anybody but
Leonardo
DiCaprio!"
-CHRIS DUREPO

Freshman

Senior

Sophomore

-LETTERS-

Adultery is nothing new to the presidency
Adultery is as American as
apple pie-at least as far as the
presidency is concerned. The column by Mark Niswonger, "Brainless America," in the March 18
Newswire, though arrogant, is uninformed.
The general theme running
through this column was that sexual
fidelity is "one of the foundational
mores of our country," and-even
more absurd--4hat free market and
commerce depend on trust and honesty. Perhaps a simple history lesson could help clear up these timehonored American myths.
Perhaps the most revered figures in American history were our
fouridirig' fatlie~s. Tnese'rlien must
be important i~ defining the mores
of American life, right?
Benjamin Franklin was one
of the great statesmen and inventors
of the colonial period, and also was
a well~known philanderer-even
seeking to commit adultery with a

. 'U.S.A.' chant, razzing
players part of sports
This letter is in response to
the comments made by Heather
Kilgore and Jennifer Tilford in the
March 11 edition of the Newswire.
Both stated that students chanting
"U.S.A" and making personal attacks on particular players were
offensive and ignorant.
First of all, it is the choice of
foreign students to come here. They

friend's wife. (If you don't believe ·
this, check out his autobiography.)
Thomas Jefferson, author of
theDeclarationoflndependenceand
American president extraordinaire,
probably fathered an illegitimate
child with his slave mistress, Sally
Hemmings. A DNA test is presently underway to determine the
validity of this (also a fact).
DNA tests for Mr. .Jefferson
andaphilanderingFranklin! Iguess
our founding fathers weren't so pure
after all. One only has to look at any
number of our presidents to know ·
that adultery is the rule rather than
the exception at the White House.
FDR, JFK, Woodrow Wilson and
. ~ow Clihton are just a few of our
lecherous leaders. Since so many
of our great presidents have committed adultery, I am forced to .assume that sexual fidelity is not a key
to running a country well.
The free lllarket system that
'~BrainlessAmerica"claimsisbased

were not foreign students, then we
would harass them in other ways.
Get a sense of humor and get over it.
-JEFF STOREY

Sophomore

Treasure friendship as
a priceless gift

This letter doesn't concern a
new issue facing Xavier's community recently; it's one that exists
al ways.
arenotAmericansjustbec~usethey
People tend to get caught up
go to school in the United States or in their work, studies and other suplay basketball here. Second of all, perficial things, and forget to realit is part of all sports to harass the ize how lucky they are to have the
opposing team. The players expect - people in their lives that they do.
it and should tolerate it.
I'm not just talking about your best
Now, if this is too much for friends; I'm also referring to the
Kilgore and Tilford or anyone else people you see around campus that
to handle, then they shouldn't go to give you a smile and the people that
the games. Don't put your personal you just see on the weekends.
morals and Jesuit code of ethics on
What about the people who
everyone else and expect them to offer their friendship to you; do you
always accept it and realize they are
follow them just because you do.
lam not opposed to having offeringapartofthemselvestoyou?
foreign students play basketball by Friendship is a priceless gift.
any· stretch of the imagination, but
There also seems to be such a
they don't need Kilgore and Tilford lack of words said these days. It
to defend them. If it really.bothered seems as though we all wait until
them that much then they would the holidays or birthdays or even
speak up about it.
tragedies to tell someone what they
Excludingforeignersandhav- mean in our lives. Wouldn't it be
ing a little unfriendly competition nice if we could do this on more of
are two different things. If they a daily basis?

on "trust and honesty" is in fact
based on the selfish nature of man;
greed is the lifeblood of capitalism
and the free market is a cutthroat
place not for the naive.
If you want a system based on
trust and honesty, try communism.·
Communism failed for the reason·
that capitalism thrives: men will be
selfish and greedy. The systems
that the author claims are based on
trust, honesty and fidelity are in fact
quite impure.
"Brainless America" has one
thing right when it says that Clinton
should be prosecuted ·if he obstructed justice or committed perjury. I f ciinton didthese things,
then he does not deserve to be president. However, the author consistently forgets that adultery is not a
crime, and in fact is a common
pastime of American presidents.
-LUCAS SMITH
Freshman

We always assume we get
another chance, but there.may be a
day when we won't have that next
time.
Spend a day and think about
all of the people with whom you
interact, talk and confide and this
will bring a smile to your face.
Give them a hug, a note; tell them
you love them. These times are
. gifts; family and friends color our
lives.
-ERIN GILLESPIE
Junior
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Field of.dreams·
.Hayden field.has a classic char1n,
making it the bestfield around
BY TOM DECORTE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Men's basketball is, and
probably always will be, the sport
which makes the most money for
Xavier's athletic department.
The revenue that are generated from the team's appearances
on ESPN and at the sold out Cincinnati Gardens guarantees that in
most people's minds, in terms of
· Xavier athletics, basketball comes
firsi and everything else comes
second.
!love basketball. lean 't lie.
Some of the most exciting games
I've seen in person have been at
the Cincinnati -Gardens. But in
terms of pure sporting enjoyment,
nothing beats a warm, sunny afternoon of baseball at Xavier's
most distinctive sporting venue,
Hayden Field.
Few people-probably even
among those who attend baseball
games regularly-realize how special and distinctive Hayden is. It's
a. throwback to the old days of
baseball in many ways.
First, it's a field with short
outfield dimensions and the walls
are not evenly sized in height.
Down the lines, it's 310 feet, to
the power alleys, left and right
center field, it's 355 feet and to
dead center it's 380 feet away
from the home plate.
With the O'Connor Sports
Center over the right field fence
and Victory Parkway within distance over the left field fence, home
runs can lead to some interesting
collision damage.
Also, the outfield walls vary
in height. The wall in the left field
corner is about 12 to 14 feet high,
and from the corner to the left field
gap the wall gets shorter in a staircase fashion until it reaches its
uniform height of eight feet. In
right field the wall again jumps up
in a staircase fashion, making the
blue painted walls of Hayden very
unique.
In addition, the painted billboards for various local businesses
give the ball field the look of an
old-time major league park where
the walls were littered with bill-

boards. These ads are not annoying, they give the park more color
and flavor.
The uniqueness of the
grounds do not end there. As you
approach the right field wall, there
_is a slight incline before you reach
the warning track.
Instead of digging it up and
evening out the field, it makes for
a nice home field advantage when
opposing right fielders find themselves on a hill while chasing a fly
ball.
Compare for a second the
uniqueness of Hayden with the
major league park in town, Cinergy
Field. Cinergy is a byproduct of
the movement in the 1970s to try
to build a stadium that can host
more than one sport. As a result,
it's a rather bland venue.
First of all, it's Astroturf.
Second, it's uniform. No ads on
the walls, which are all ·exactly
eight feet high, and there are no
distinctive features in the park that
would separate it from Three Rivers Stadium in Pittsburgh or Veterans Stadium in Philadelphia. _
What does this mean? Simply, it means that Hayden Field is
the best place to watch a baseball
game in Cincinnati.
Don'.t just go for the
ballpark, though. Go for the team,
too. The Xavier baseball program
has steadily risen from one of
Xavier's worst teams, to one of its
best.
In the 1993 season, the baseball team had a 19-40 record. Last
year-the fifth under head coach
John Morrey-the Musketeers
posted a 32~26 record and won the
Atlantic 10 West division title.
This year's team features
last year' sA-10 pitcher of the year
in Lou Witte, and three other allconference selections from last
season.
Xavier athletics is not just
about men's basketball. All athletic teams deserve our support
and attention. And if the sacrifice
I have to make to give them support is to spend a couple of hours
iri the sun at a beautiful ball field,
that doesn't seem like too horrible
a punishment.

Do you hunger

for something more?

-NEWSWIRE
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Toying with grey matter
'Journalists are sensationalists,'
'Politicians are crooks' and other potential truisms
devastating global effects, includ- ticians are crooks." Do I believe
ing tidal waves, continent-size fires this to be true because I've heard it
OP-ED EDITOR
and an eruption of dust that could · said so many times or is it in fact
I cannot think of a statement cause global cooling and long-term true? I launched a study to find out.
truer than "If you repeat something disruption of agriculture."
My source, ofcourse, forpoli~
long enough
and
loud
enough,
even.
}he
final
line
of
that
paraticians
to study would have to be Crt
.
,
...
tually pepple will begin to think it's graph is the most interesting, .read,.. )iPAN. _As ~t,1~l;t ,asJ Jd~.9,J.1pw.
true."- But I can't figure cirit ifl ing: "But Dr.--Marscieri tiisci~ntific ever, I could not bring myself to
think it's true just because I've heard expert] said such an asteroid impact watch that channel for more than
it said so many 'times.
would not necessarily be severe seven seconds straight. For a mind
"Journalists are sensational~ enoughtowipeoutthehumanrace." . such a5 mine that has been spoonists," "Politicians are crooks," Not necessarily, but quite possibly. fed sound bites by TV news for two·
"Jesus was Jewish," and "George Just
your 30 year mortgage is decades now, I simply cannot stomach political
Washington in a
fit of honesty cut ..PA~·V'.~~-----~·~.._•.""'- ••- - - . . babble in longer
down a cherry
••
"..., lio
V#'\ I
• n 0
than seven sectree." Are ·any of
ond, easily dithese statements
gestible packages. Besides,
true?
Who
knows-but I
it's boring.
hear them every
Forget
day to the point
c~sPAN,
I
thought; just
that I'm beginning to believe
-concentrate on
most of them.
one politician
Take .the
and see if he's a
first one, for incrook. l quickly
realized that the
stance: "Journalists are sensationpoliticians who
alists." Could this
came to mind
came
to mind bebe true? Rolling
THE SMOR'T L-\FE OF" THE 202.6
up my sleeves, I
cause
they are
1'5TEROID CLOSE-CALL .STORY'
crooks. Then I
journeyed to the
library to check out some newspa- paid off, you and your tiny little realized that a straight politician
pers, some reputable, others not.
world will quite possibly be obliter- · -doesn't.usually get much in the way
The Enquirer that day came - ated by this cold, uncaring lump of of news coverage, especially with
emblazoned with giant black letters asteroidal goo. Talk about sensa- _ stories of asteroids and apocalypse
claiming space. Maybe there are
so big that legally blind people could tionalism!
read them with their eyes closed,
Many of you probably know decent politicians, but I just never
spelling out "Asteroid to buzz Earth the punch line. The next day, smarter hear about them.
The jury, then, is still out as to
in 2028." USAToday made their scientists estimated tllat the astersensationalist contribution w~th the oid, originally "squeezing" by at whether an politicians are crooks.
headline, "Asteroid to squeeze past 30,000 miles? would probably not As for whether Jesus was a Jew, I
Earth in 2028," with a correspond- ·come closer than 600,000 miles, leave that up to you. And I'm pretty
ingly bold story for the bol~l head- meaning the chance of collision is darn sure that George Washington
line.
·
nil. · But at least the media had cut down that cherry tree. I even bet
The New York Times featured gotten a fat.juicy headline out of it when it surfaced that he had lied
about the incident, his presidential
this indulgence in apocalyptic sen- for one day.
sationalism under the headline "AsSo, maybe my -popularized ·approval ratings soared.
. teroid Expected to Pass Near Earth sentiment that "Journalists are senI've often heard it said that he
in 2028": "The impact of an aster- sationalists" is, in fact, true. But who writes -much thinks little. I
oid one mile in diameter would have · how about the next one, that "Poli- wonder if it's true?

BY CHAD ENGELLAND
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/Pitlllic sC'llbOIS ain't bad

Highway insanity
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Ohio has i~ easy with construction
barrels; elsewhere it's much worse
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tend to attract more talented and
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>GUEST cbtuMNIST
As ;a_·. '·..·.P. n. .v. ··.u. t. ofpubl.i.c.. .·
· · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·'
· · • . Publiceducationis~hbttopic schools/i:iim pr:zrt of an
i~ lhe.ne,ws the~e •.pays;_ Storles'run • und~r~repj;esentec! group
·the gamiit.frm:nschoql prayepo ·· atXa~ier. While /value
uniforms to schoC>l~fundingre,form: ..•.... · :>d> < .· .· . · .• · . · · h.
It;s .animp9J1antissue,·.()ne•"tlia'f•. ~·r;t/.· 'ffPre.c,z~te t .e.
J esu.it
desef\les the media atfontion_'it r~~ . ' s.tr:engths of
··c··.·

.

·

my

~eive:v~i's~.in;~i;;~("~~~~''ne~s; ·6~~t§j'.~~:fz:~k~:~{j···•

..
items are negat1ve'-"'::weapo11s and .. _. ( >' '
. ' > .• i . .
dnlgs'i11 ~9~(joi~~ buildings}# 4~sre- ·.. gfiiit~.d frorit fny:K~ 2
. pair, greedy teachers' unions""and e~pefie,nce~.
underachieving sttldents. Public
.
.
. .
schools sometimes seem like a Jost.
caµse;theinunen~eamountsoftime :a veil.. These instances and others
and money tlleyrequire s~em like~ · like them I.nade me cbnscious that
waste.
,
..
· theworldwas1llade up not only of
Private or parochial educa- white,middle-classC~tholicArnerition, by contrast, appears more effi~ cans; but of people from a wide
_ciell.t aiid_economical.
.
variety of ethnic; religious and ecoAs, a product ..of· public nomic backgrounds.
· The spe~ial programs avail~
schools, lam partof an under~represented g~oup ,at Xavier., While I ·. able at some public schools are. anvalue and appreciate the strengths ·other benefit. My suburban disttict
of my Jesuit university education, I . of 5,000 students offered a pioneercannotoverlookwhatlgainedfrom ing gifted-education plan in which
my K-12 experiences. They, more my classmates and I were.encourthan anything else, shaped: me. ·I aged to work independently and at
believe that I received the best edu- our own ability level.
cation at my public high school that
Public high. schools· have the
1 ·could have received·.· anywhere enrollment and resources to sched"
(Sorry, Fr. I~pft)....
ule advanced-placement courses,
·; Why'ciols~yth.is?Diversity whichmanysmalier;privafo'schools
Ts'b'Iie'tefuion:'·l'w'iiS'expos~d ~i ;an 'd'6:nothave.' Likewise;moJflatge,
early
tO tlie cdncep"tsI learned . ~i:ban district;_ have' created "niagin EPU: respeet and understanding netsdiools,;, whose curriculUmis
for all people. lremember strug~ tailored towards specific areas of
gling to tillcl,erstarid the thick accent. interest; fa'Cincinnati;theseinclude
of myJrierid's mother, an immi- theAcadeDiyofWofldLariguages
grant from China. In seventh grade, and the School for Performing and
mypeei:sandlworideredandasked Creative Arts.
Beda~se public scho.ols pay
questions when a Muslim classmate
covered her beautiful wavy hair with · their teachers a decent salary, they
', -.. :
·.. :
:,,:~:.
..\.:

J

age,

.

.;

:"

,,:,_,

-

,, \/, r

experienced educators than. do pri- · ·
vate schools, 'inany of -which are
notorious fortheir low wages.
I had several teachers whose
dynamic classroom presence, enthusiasm and ingenious teaching
styles lllade me fascinated with the ·
process of learning, and. had they

~::;!~s~::~~1~h:!~doh~~~·::u;~

jobs elsewhere.
"· . Ask a group of education
majors where they would like to
teach, and the vast majority will
choose a public school.
Public schools do present
unique challenges. Perhaps the most
pressing is schoolfunding. Ohio's
school-funding system was overturned last year, and the legislature
has yet to submit a proposal that
providesequal,adequatefundingto
every district across the state.
·Politics raise further questions. Should schools teach sex
education? Should school prayer
be reintroduced? Should bilingual
education for immigrant children
be eliminated?· Everyone has a differentviewofwhateducationshould
offer, and the status quo is continually. being contested.
. · Oneofthegreatestprbvisions
of the Constitution establishes free ·

'.pu6lice'ciucat1o~ for'aJl~ei;~cans.

'rt is• to everyone's benefitto ha_ve a
well-educated citizenry; thus 'publie schools are a right aricfresponsibility of all Americans. '
··nistiptoustoinvestthetime,
concer and inoney to ensure that
pubiiC schools continue to be as
excellent for our childi'en as they
have beeriior us.
·

.:._
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tob~cCo on

trial

The responsibility and liability is with the smoker
tion. The International Agency for
Research on Cancer has, in recent
ASST .. OP-ED EDITOR
studies, even concluded that second
hand smoke has no risks at all.
Tobacco comp~ies continue
The truth is, America is beto be put on trial.· Angry victims of
coming more focused on the nondisease search for revenge by putsmoking individual. ·Many public
ting these industries on the stapd.
places have not simply· stopped at
As sad as itis that thousands die·
dailyfromtobacco-relateddiseases
designated smoking areas, but have
eliminated smoking altogether, cresuch as cancer and emphysema, we
must ask6urselves:. Are we putting it is that cigarettes can do. Yet,. the ating a smoke~free environment for
blame where blame is due?
companies 'who grow and produce everyone.·
Cof.npanies continue to post the tobacco are continually brought
Tobacco companies provide
warnings and volunteer infomia~ . ~o trial.
a luxury that some Americans ention about smoltjng' and the risks
PhilipWiley,whosewifedied joy; it is an. enjoyment that indiinvolved. Stil(illdividuals choose of lung cancer in 1991, sued the viduals have the cho!ce to make.·
toignorethem--:4xlntilluingon with industry for $13.3 million, claim- With smoke-free rules and regulatheir.habit-leading m~ to wonder - . ing thafhis wife's disease was tions, no one is forced to liv~ in a
ifthetobaccocon:ipanie{are truly at caused by second~hand smoke. smoker's world if they are a nonfaulf .·· · ·
·
·· ·
Althmighthe lawsuit was dropped, smoker.
. . .· Befween . th~ , Surgeon this case sets aprecedent for future .
. Tpe comparifos sell aproduct
· Gen~tal' s warning posted clearly . allegations. 'againsttobacc':- .indus~ that people l:my; pro\fiding exceson everyJmx and the ample reading tries.: . . . . .
. . . .
sive infonnationandwarning·sas to
material about Cigarette smoking
The Council for Tobacco_ .· hazards and risks that tobaceo can
and its effects;· itis 11.early impos- · Research'denies that ·second~harid cause. The bl~e shcmld llot be put ·
. sible fo itssmne.thafthe :Afnericim . smoke: is correlated 'with lung can- on these coinpariies, but clearly on
people are pdorl)'stipplied with ill- , 'cet' and lists niore likely causes, . the individuals who choose tO take
foflllation and uha,ware 9fjlist wha,t . suth' as "radon
industri~1fpollu- their hea.Ith intotheir·own hands.

BY.BETH SELVAGGIO .

Tobacco companies
providea luxury that
.some Americans enjoy; it
is an enjoyment that
individu~ls have the
clwice to make.

or

BY JAMIE CURRAN

tion signs. So we did, but our
· hometown instinets .·were void
GUEST COLUMNIST
here. There wasn't a gas station on
I sat calmly in the pass- every corner like we're used to.
enger's seat of my friend's beat- Instead, we drove around for 35
up car while she constantly yelled minutes trying to find one.
It wasn't hard to realize that
obscenities at the passing vehicles.
According to her, Cincinnati is an . Cincinnati deserves praise for beorange-barreled maze filled with · ing arranged in such a convenient
disrespectfuland blind drivers. I and effective·manner.
beg to diffei:. ·
Notonly are signs raised to
I decided to take a relaxing where drivers can see them, but
weekend trip with a friend to Chi- we are informed about what rescago. The six hour drive passed taurants, hotels, and gas stations
fairly smoothly. Getting stumped are located off each exit before
on crossword puzzles was the only leaving the highway.
thing that infuriated me.
In Chicago, we had no idea
I now know that it was be- how to get back on the interstate. I
cause we hadn't gotten off the had hoped to get directions from
highway. A whole new world of the man at the gas station, but I
drivers exists beyond those 65 mph couldn't understand his voice
stretches.
through the small hole in the glass.
We were keeping our eyes
We decided to simply drive
peeled for the Michigan A venue around and find it ourselves, but it
exit, when the interstate strangely took five minutes for someone to
appeared to divide into two sepa- even let us out of the gas station
rate highways.
driveway.
At home, itisn'tuncommon
One was designated the express highway-something I had for cars to slow down, flash their
never heard of-and the other lights,orevenstop,toletawaiting
wasn't titled~ There were no signs car into the street. At this point, I
telling where each one led, nor certainly had a newfound apprewhich one took us to our highly- ciation for commuting around
desired Michigan A venue exit.
Cincy.
By the time we found the
I happened to swerve to the
right ~nd left :M, my d~ci~~on of interstate, we had successfully .
which road to take faltered from dodged more; than it handful bf
one way tO the other. Honking · accidents with buses and taxis ·
cars and middle fingers flew past alone. Apparently, the money
. me amid my confusion. Later, we earned from a rider's fare is well
found 6utif really didn't matter worth the risk ofa costly accident.
I can't imagine a Cincinnati
which way I went The .two lanes
(one that permitted trucks) even- taxirunningaredlightwhilecross- ·
tually merged.
· ·
ing two lanes of traffic to get to the
• I felt like such a. spoiled other side before a competitor. It
driver. Something like this would just doesn't seem to happen that
never happen in Cincinnati. We way here, and I'm glad .
are always warned miles in adInow have to roll my eyes at
vance if. there is construction people who get so enraged at other
ahead, much less a major change drivers. Consider yourself lucky
in highway formation.
to be in a city where someone
The highway insanity left pulling out in front of you, or
my driving ego badly damaged, changing lanes without signaling,
so I chose to fill in the crossword even warrants a reaction.
puzzles and let my friend di'ive.
Rather than wasting time
Our first priority, now that scorning the orange barrels and
wewereinthecity, wastogetgas. confused drivers, hold in the obOur Cincinnati mentality told us scenities and keep your fingers on
to simply look up and find one of the wheel because it could be a lot
those highly recognizable ga8 sta~ worse. ·

FEED your mind,

LEST

rr waste a_way.
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PORTS
The Xavier women's tennis team split a pairof weekend matches,
pushing its record to 11-4. Meanwhile, the Muskie men dropped a
decision last Wednesday to fall to 7-8.
.
The Muskie women routed Toledo in ari 8-1 win on Saturday, but
lost a 7-2 decision to Bowling Green on Sunday.
Julie Roth won both her singles matches of weekend in the No.
3 spot. She was the only lady to sweep the weekend. She haS now won
seven straight matches.
.
Xavier won all the singles matches against the Rockets, with the
exception of freshman Gwen Sikora.
..
Against BGSU, Roth was responsible for all of Xavier's points.
In addition to her singles victory, she teamed up with Lindsay Beeman
to win the No. 3 doubles spot.
·
The men were dominated by Butler in their match last Wednesday .. The Bulldogs won all matches to take the meet with a final score

.

The women will play atlndiana State this Saturday. The Muskie
men will take on Dayton in a match on Friday.
-Pete Holterrnann

Club sports in tournaments
The women's club volleyball team participated in an eight team
tournament at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor last weekend.
The Musketeers lost only two games in their five matches and beat
Central Michigan in the final to win the tournament. The Regional
Tournament at Miami University in two weeks is next up for Xavier.
The club boxing team will be in action this weekend at the
Midwestern Regional Boxing Tournament. The tournament will be
held in Norwood at the Norwood Gym on Sherman Road off of
Montgomery. Doug Nunn, Ted Ward, and Mike Evans will all be
stepping into the ring for the Musketeers. Fights start at 8 p.m. on
Saturday and 1 p.m. on Sunday. Admission is $2 with a student ID.
Winners will qualify for the National Tournament in Lexington, Ky.,
the following weekend. Nunn qualified for Xavier last year.
-Matt Barber
.

._,
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.Gruber, .Quirin are ,.best]n Ohio•·•
As ifThird Team All-America and Atlantic 10 Player of the Year
honors were not enough, Xavier soccer player Amanda Gruber added
another honor to her resume when she was named 1997 NCAA
Women's Division I/II Player of the Year for the state of Ohio. .
The senior led the nation for goals scored during the regular
season, and led the A-10 for the second straight season. She holds
Xavier's career records for goals, assists and points;
Her coach, Dr. Ron Quinn, was honored at the same time as the
Coach of the Year in Ohio. Under his direction, the Muskies posted a
14'-5 record, tying the XU mark for wins in a season. Quinn is the
winningest coach in Xavier's history with a career record 59-35-6.
-Pete Holtermann

tJON
TAPli3
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wed., March 25

•Baseball vs. Miami at 2 p,rn.

•Men's Tennis at Dayton at 3:30 p.rn.
Saturday, March 28 •Baseball vs. St. Bonaventure at noon (2)
•Women'sTennis vs. Indiana State
•Baseball vs. St. Bonaventure at noon
Sunday, March 29
•Women's Golf at Southern Illinois
Monday, March 30 •Women's Golf at Southern Illinois
Tuesday, March22 •Baseball at Miami at 2 p.m.
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Muskies break records
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BY MATT BARBER
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR

Netters hit a winner

~M

'J'}'.

Ah,. baseball. .Green grass;
sunny afternoons, Cracker Jack and
hot dogs. There is only one thing
that can keep the· American past- .
time from returning like clockwork
each spring: wet weather.
Last week's wet, and .sometimes freezing, weather, brought to ·
us from those wonderful people at
· El Nino, played havoc with the
Xavier baseball team and forced the
postponement of five games before
today's double header eluded the
monsoons.
The week off did help the
team begin to heal a few injuries ..
Senior co-captian and first baseman
Jim Dallio is nursing a pulled ham•
string and is tentative for this weekend.
Junior catcher Mark
Modrovsky is still out indefinitely
with a broken hand he suffered in a
game a week and a half ago.
In the meantime, sophomore
Jared Hendel will be taking over the
catching duties. Hendel played in
just 17 games last season, but has Designated hitter and outfielder Matt Watson: Wi:itsoti1Uid ahitand an ·
already been in that many this year, RBI in the first game of the double header yesterday. "He'iS'batiinf.313 ·'
starting 11 of those contests. Unforwith four home runs on the season so far.
tunately he is hitting just .148 with
only two RBI.
,,,
pitcher in XU history, as well as third with his 149 lifetime RBI. He
Hendel, however, is a very holding the record for most com- will need 40 more to break Sean·
fundamentally sound defensive pletegamesinaseasonwhichheset West'srecordof188setfrom1993catcher who has only committed at 12 last year. He has thi-ee com- 96.
Even head coach Jim M~rfe;<
one error in his collegiate career. He plete games already this year. Witte
is the only true catcheron the squad also s'eC.the Xavierrecord for has hit a milestone this season.
right no~·: \Vith the i~jllries to strikeori(hn a season. with 107 last Morrey won his 7QQth C!lfeerganie :
MadrovskYi andi Dallib. ·Hendel' s ye,%·.:·:
;.::~L.;~L:;i.:o-~,iL:;L .:2: '%:• on Feb. 2lagairis~A;ustit4?.~i)i;;~e.::;
' presenc'e b~hiiid ihe plate anchors
. There is one strikeout related is 710-520 over his 19 :veiirs as
the rest of the defense and helps record thatWitte does not hold, and collegiate head c;oach: Before corn~ •
. handle the pitchers.
that is strikeouts in a game.. That ing to Xavier, he coached at St.
Speaking of pitchers, they record belongsto Witte' s teammate Xavier University in Chicago for 13
have been·. making quite a bit of Bill Petei:s ·who recorded .17 in a years.
.·
.
··
·
· news this season, especially ace game last year~
.
The. Musketeers hope that
starter Lou Witte .. His 221 career
Freshman pitcher Matt Raih theirrecordcsetting ways and solid
strikeouts put him well _ahead of earned his. first collegiate win on play continue as th~y take onMiami
second place T.R. O'Brien's 189 · March\ and southpaw hurler Jim University at 2 p.m. todayand St.
which he recorded from 1990-94. Siefker recorded the Musketeers' Bonaventure this weekend. XU .
Witte set the record on Feb. 2 in a first shutout of the season on Mardi ·. faces the Bonni In a doubt~ header
15. . .
.
at noon on Saturday an·d ~rte m~re ··
game at Georgia Tech.
The All-American candidate
Dallioischasingsomerecords game at noon on Sunday. All these
Witte tied Bill Krumpelbeck's in his senior season, which is on games will be at Hayden Field.
school record of 22 career wins in hold right now. · He is third on
The games . against St.
the first game yesterday. Xavier'sall-timehomerunlistwith Bonaventure mark the start of
KrumpelbeckplayedatXavierfrom 36, twobehindDanFroehle'srecord Xavier's Atlantic lo schedule. XU ·
1973-76. Witte _has already pitched of38 which he set from 1982-86. In. was theA-lOWes~Division ~ham
more innings, -168, than any other the RBI department, Dallio is also . pions last season ...
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Xavier sweeps Bowling. Green

give the Musketeers a two run lead. a key RBI as his home run cleared
and knock Blanc from the game.
the left~,centedieldfence to tie the
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR
All home games are in bold
TworunswasallWitteneeded
game
at.seven. Then, Kelley and ..
(2) indicates a baseball doubleheader
The clouds above Hayden as he cruised to his fourth win and Xavier relief pitcher Jared Cutter
Home baseball games are played on Hayden Field
Field finally parted long enough to first shutout of the. season. Witte settled jp as the bats werit quiet.
.· get some baseball played yesterday, had seven strikeouts and scattered ,
In the bottom of the 12th inbringing an end to the Musketeers; four hits' over seven innings to bring . ning Xavier loaded the bases and
weather-induced, week long respite. his record to 4-2. The win gave him left fielder Bill Fish's fielder's choice
NCAA Basketball Championships
The well rested. Xavier teain re- a school record tying 22 career vie- brought. home Jeff Crandell from
sponded withadoubleheadersweep tories.
third forthe winning'.nin to give XU
Women at 8:30 p.m. Sunday on ESPN
of
Bowling
Green
to
bring
their
Thesecondgamewasamara.
the
8~7win. · C1;1tterpitched 7.2
Men at 9:20 p.m. Monday on CBS (WKRC-Ch. 12)
thon,goirigl2inningsbeforeXavier 'scoreless inning~'inreliefofstarter
record to 11-13.
Both of these tournaments have narrowed their fields from 64
The first game was a pitching could push the winning run across · Bill Peters. Cutter struck ollt seven
to four, and will be whittled to one by.next.Tuesday. In the women's
duel between Xavier ace Lou Witte the plate. Both. teams wasted no and gave up three hits and. three '
tourney, Tennessee is going forits third straight title behind Chamique
·and BGSU starter Rick Blanc. The time putting runs on the board the walks. Brock Boser got the win in
Holdsclaw, who won the Tournament MVP honors last season in
game stayed scoreless until the sixth · score stood 2-2 after the first.· Runs relief as. he· recorded the last .out of
Cincinnati as a freshman.
when catcher Jared Hendel and sec- c~ntin~ed to be s~6red' thr<lugh the . the top qfthe 12th. .
Meanwhile, the men's bracket has been filled with surprises
· ondbaseman Zach Swisher got on ·next,four i,nnings, with :Bowling
Xavier will open its Atlantic .
and heart-breakers. This weekend should be no exception. Ken'base with back-to~back singles. Clay .Green taking 7~6 advantage. .. . . 10 schedule .this. ,weekend . V{iih a .·
tucky and North Carolina will look to win the title under first year
Maurer,theXavierrlghtfielder,then . . The Falcons brought pitcher. three gai:ri~ ~~rie,s against St. "
coaches Tubby Smith and Bill Guthridge. If Smith gets his team to
the final, it would be the first time a team has gone.to baek-to-back · •· drove in one nin with a.single. '.fhe ')a5onKelley fn for th~ save,)~, tlie'.~·: Bonaventure. TlieMusketeers won
'very next batter, designated hitter bottmnof the'~eventh.,•.M:u'§l(eteer.:.:· both meetings between the two:
finals under two different coaches.
~==:=:=:=:=::==::==:=::=:=:=:=:==::=:=:=:=:=:=~ Matt. W,atson, drove in another to right fielder Cl~y Maure~,~gru11 h~d ''.teams ir1F1oricla e_arlier·this'Illonth.
BY MATT BARBER
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Seasori on the
room, and North feet away in· the
''(M. .
1 .. ). t
Brip.k," taking a .. .. Y game p an IS 0 Carolina State's locker room.
- SPORTS EDITOR. '.:\/·
microscope to Ih&."
and really get Flerb . Sendek, .
Feinstein
For the 1sth timein 18years, anabasketbaucoach inside the heads
who was in his coversanaspec~of
the Atla~tic (:oastC9nf<:(rence }Vm Bob.fI1~g~t~. >.');'.. th.e· players, and· to first season with the college game,
berepresentedinthe.~CAAFjnal
His, aim . tn;• t.·. k
h.
.d
.. JheWolfpackaf- dealing with the
Four wli.eri North Carolina. plays these books is to jl e t . e re a er S ter three years at players, the school,
Utah in a semifinal ganie o(Satuf'.: slibw~he reader ·the there with me."
Miami - Ohio. the conference, the
day
hl<ldenaspecisofthe
-John Feinstein But even those other coaches, the
.
. two took extra officials and even
. . ACC teruns are sosucce~sful spbrL Jn the introbecause the league is so:~hatleng~ ·.. ductiori to ·~spoiled," he said his . time. to provide Feinstein. with the toll. the season
ing. Duke~nd North i;arolifla; two gruhe pian was, ''To try and really lengthy interviews.
can take on a
The access yields incredible coach's family.
ACC schools:· took'turns holding· .ge,tlnside the heads of the players
He does not
the top spot in the nationaLpolls all and fo take the readers there with detail in "Madness~'' Feinstein cov- ·
year IOng. Virghiia,. a teaill that me."
ers .everything in the book, from shy away from tak. This is 'again his goal with howWakeForestcoachDaveOdom ing on some of the
posted iin ll~i9 record,'.wound up
losing to the Np. lteam.iri the coun~ ·. "Madness,'' and he is very success- had to deal with an alcoholic father headier, and more·
tty five times fuis season. •.·. .
ful at it: It is the ;combination of his to whattypes ofconversations go on controversial, top. 'Johri Feinstein; a rioted sports experiences aroundcollege basket- between coaches and referees dur- ics of the game. At
.. writer, spent last season utilizing ball arid his eloquent wfiting that inK the course ofa g~e.
one point, he has a
· nearly unlimited access to the enable him to break down the long
Thebookopenswithahistory quote from Maryc~:mference's nirie teams to paint a season-and its many characters in less.on. Feinstein se~s the stage for land coach Gary
c()mprehensive portrait of the very very readable segments that flow the '96-97 season by giving a brief Williams about the
complex and competitive world of like a susp~nse riovel.
historyoftheconference,itscoaches tribulations of
college basketball. The result of
Feihstein's book is only made and its rivalries.
coaching;
What intensifies the competi" S o m e this work was a vivid 450-page ac- possible because the coaches in the
c;ount of the 1996-97 ACC season · conference gave him incredible ac- tionin the conference is the proxim- times,'' said Willcalled ."A March to Madness."
cess to their teams. Seven of the ity of the schools. Duke .and North iams, "When l get
: .' Feinstein is no ·stranger to nine coaches in the conference gave Carolina, two ofthe elite basketball really down, I think our guys just
schools in the country, are justJl want to get through four years at
sp9rts boo)<:s, havirig written the ac- him total access to their teams~
· Thetwowhodidn'twereNC's miles apart. N.C. State is less than Maryland withoutdyingofan overclaimed ''A Good Walk Spoiled"
about the 'professional golf tour. . Dean Smith, who says he won't 20 miles from both campuses, and doseofcocaine." (A reference to the
Over 10 years ago, he· wrote "A even let his mother into his locker Wake Forest is just 100 miles a way . 1986 death ofTerrapin star Len Bias)
from those three..
Feinstein' s story telling is like
The competition is fierce a smooth jump shot that results in a
amongsttlieseschoolsforwins, fans, swish. Without question, he is able
recruits and respect. Feinstein takes to get into the heads of the players
the reader right into the tr~hches for and coaches, and he takes the readall of it:
· '.
·.· ers with him. ·
·
' Feinstein' s marvel~u~:Writin·g.
makes this boqk shine'. H~·can take
· you through the final· pl,ays of a
close game with the same ease he
uses to explain a coach's pregame
ritual. ·
. ·
His attention todetaii puts the .·
re.ader right there. His poignant
portrayal of Duke coach Mike
Krzyzewski after his Blue Devils
beat arch-rival North Carolina in
Cameron Indoor Stadium is a perfect example.·· During his career, .
Krzyzewski called his mother after
every gameto tell her how it went.
She died prior to last season, and the
Duke-Carolina game was emotional
for· Krzyzewski because it fell on
her birthday.
Throughout .the game, as
Feinstein tells it, Coach K clutched
a pin in his pocket that was a
Former North Carolina coach'Dean Smith if(Jne () ifie nine coaches
remberance of her.. Following the
John f eiristein profiles in "A Marc~'.to}.it,dness:" i',he book covers the game, Krzyzewski broke down in
1996-97 season in the ACC./he last season for Smith; the game's allthe coaches office while his team
.··
. time winniest coac!z. with 879 victories:·
. ·.· ·. . wildly celebrated the victorv a few
·····
BY PETE HOLTE~·
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The book is an easy read, and
one that is hard to put down, even if
you remember how the teams finished last season.
"A March to Madness" probably can't pass as a text book on how
to coach a basketball team, but it is
definitely recommended reading for
any fan of college hoops who wants
to see what makes the game they
love tick
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19 Wliee:ls, Train, Dove(ail J<Ji1it

.

;£()~ia.l.ba11fJ.JiJaD~get
· .· ki:11ed;in·
cr~S11

Aware awakening
>

·~

stor11i Ripley ·'s.
(continued from page 1)
'

· . Loe~ b~Ildmange_r,6rltlg:Fajbe ~as ki11~d andJhre~· ()~hers·
were hospitalized in a d,iµ- accident that_ occurred'. last Wednesday. ·
' The Cincinnati rock band; Tigerlilies;for whomfal~e served
as road manag_er, w~re returning from a performa11ce in:Qa,ilas, ~,a
part of the renowned music ~showcascfSouth)>y Soui~wesi; \yhen a
man charged with drunk driying allegedly i:an ared light an"d smas?ed
intotheTigerHiiesi9820MCvari'. -·._ .._. _·_.
• .. ·. __ · · ,.,.
, Falbe, 30,'waS\yearinghi~ seatbelt a~d.was seated atthe poi.Ill<
of impact, the frontpa8seD,ger seat He:suffereci.~~ad injur,ies while .
remainingtrapp~d in the ,van and was 'proncn1nce~ :deap after bein'g.
freed from the vehicle and taken to a Dallas· hospital. . _. . -·.... ·,·• · · ·_ .
Tigerlilies ITT.ummer Steve.Hennessey •. 33, ·~uffere_d· !l broken ·
wrist and lead guitarist Denny Brown, who was sharing the middle
bench seatwith S, Hennessey, was briefly hospitalized and treated for
bruises.
._ .
.
·
·_. ..
. Bassist Brian Driscoll, 33, and his girlfriend Stacy Mann. 27, ..
were thrown 15 feet through the van's long sicle window. -Driscoll ·
received cuts and bruises and was hospitalized and Mann s.ustained .
minor cuts and bruises, but was treated and released.
. '
.
Singer-guitarist Pat Hennessey, 35, was driving the van and
was uninjured..
·
·
.. · The driverofthe other van, Edwin W. KillianJr.,47, sustained
minorinjuries. He was charged with intoxicated manslaughterand
in jail awaiting atra,ignment. .
•.
·
. .
-.
. .
.
In March 1997, Killian was convicted on a previous drunken ·
driving charge and according to police reports.failed several sobriety
test at.the scene last Wednesday.

Roaring through the first five
songs, Dovetail Joint was well on
their way to a memorable show that
was reminiscent of the recently
seperated band, Presidents of The
United States of America.
Much to the crowds and this
writer's disappointment, Dovetail
had to call their set short after a sixth
song, as a beer spilled on guitarist
Robert Byrne amp, shorting it out.
;_Steve Smith
Despite their short tenure on
stage, Dovetail Joint played a tight
set that left fans desiring more.
Train took the stage next and
·played a solid 12 song set that in- ·
eluded material from their recent .
<'·Friday)n·iilgstli6 spring darice,°'Boogfo Night,'·;· upbn Xavier ,,
Aware release, Trabi, uriieleruied
stl)dents. The'dhn~e. which is sponsored by SAC, will behclct·if
.tracks, arid a stunningly accurate
Musfo Hali. · ·· ·
·
··
· ·· ·
··
cover of Led Zeppelin's ~'Ramble
Boogieing begins at9 p.m. and lasts until 1 ·a.m. Tickets cal1 ··
On.''
be
purchased
for $7 in:the SAC office or at the door for $1 O<
Not only did this five piece.
. __.. BuseswiU beginJ:unning at 8:45 p.m. fromthebott<?ni of the
band from Northern California live
·residentia};mall. Theattife is semi-formal,"freefood and cash bar
up to the expeciationsthat are pro~
win be available.
'
'
'
duced from their debut aloum, but
''·
.
they showed a genuine enthusiasm,
depth and diversity that can only be
captured live.
. Jimmy Stafford and Rob
Hotchkiss funked out on guitar on
· The T6~my_ Dorsey; Orshestra. coridqcted'by Buddy ·Motto~
photo by Steve Smith
several tracks with help from basswill play on Friday, April 3·af7 p.m. in the Music'Hall_Ballroom.
Nineteen Wheels frontman Chris Johnston shows off his
ist Charlie Colin.
Tickets are on sale now and cost $20.
.
distinctive vocals as a part of the Aware. Tour.
Frontman Patrick Monahan
added his own emotion with his today's generation of rock 'n' roll
But the highlight
enrapturing voice and stage pres- stars.
evening were two new. songs,
ence while demonstrating his musiLead singer Chris Johnston "Lonely #9" and "Broken.''
cal skills on the saxophone and trum- gave a straightforward performance
Johnston's distinctive voice
pet.
that showed his honesty in his sing- soared as he drew the number nine
Monahan and the boys were ing while guitarist Scott Qwens en- in the air.with his finger on "Lonely
at times brilliant in their deli very on tertained the crowd with his ani- #9" and the crowdwas awed by the
such songs as "Train," "Flatfoot," mated guitar riffs and backing vo- genuine sincerity and 19 Wheels
and "Gas," while their truest talents. cals.
sound to Johnston's ''Broken." ·
Wheels closed·•
shined on "Free" and
their first radio single
their set and an eve11ing
"Meet Virginia."
of high quality sound~
Train delivered Train delivered an. energetic and .
.from ·all · three bands "
an energetic and pow- powerful show that demonstrated why with "Last Card Down,"
erful show that demonoff their debtitalbumSix
strated why they'll be they'll be the band that truly puts
Ways From S'uriday. ·
· The entire night
the band that truly puts Northern California on the map as
Northern California on
was a success for the ·
the map as the next hot the next hot spot for JJew music.
organizers of the Aware
Tour and a solid testa~
spot for new music.
mehtthatt~~re is a posi~' •,
Nineteen Wheels

B:oogie Night

a

·.·\J<ingofSWini·

took over where Train left off and
broughtyetanotherstyle to the table,
as they bombarded the venue with
their stylish rock 'n' roll sound.
Dressed in classy alternative
rocker garb, theEastLansing;Mich.,
natives gave an aUout 14 song set
filled with energy and a classic rock
vibe that is so often missing from

Wheels rocked away ontheir
current radio single "Colorado~; \Yith
greatenthusiasmandgaveanequally
impressive performanceiri'the song
aboutlife in prison; "13 Seconds to
Burn.'' ·
Other standouts were "Coun~
tr)' Girl,'' "C01ne on Jenny ,"and the
Foo Fighter~esque ''Good Enough.''

,..,

.·'·.•.,.

"There hasn't been day,. whellmoney hasn't
gotten in my way. ·.."
-·Thain' .."l. Am""
'

'

music .

.tiveand enjoyable fut~re of
~,jii.st ru:ound the, corner. . .
.· . .
,
· <.: For mo;einform~tion about,
_the Aware Tour, Aware Conipiicitions; of bands featured
Aware.
Compilations, dia/]~800-AWARE
•'65 dn a phon~ near you: . ..
· ·'

on

·-·EAT. D R I N K

& .. ·BE-·MERR Y - ·

Doodles.· means noodles
Overall, it was somewhat nonde- gether; this brown sauce fell short.
script, but at the very least, it was
On a more positive note, the
DIYERSIONS WRITER
filling.
vegetables were fresh and not over.
There were many different . cooked .. The dish included carrots,
When most people think of a choices for the main course. Three water chestnuts, oriental beans and
Bokchoy.
·
Chinese restaurant, they usually asAnother noteworthy addition
~ocfate it with a dimly lit room,
to this entree was the plump shrimp,
ornate statues and silk tapestries. If
flavorful and tender.
these are the things you are looking
The noodles, with which the
for, you may want to steer clear of
vegetables and shrimp are tossed,
Doodles in Hyde Park.
were tender without being mushy.
This "uniquely different" resThe noodles seemed to be nevertaurant, opened by Pai SharTsai and
ending; they appeared to multiply
Ming Tsai three months ago, seems
as I ate.·
to be a hit with its expansion on a
There was only one dessert
traditional concept: noodles, and
offered on the menu, an Amaretto
lots of them.
While taking a look at the · main areas of the menu included: cake ($3.75). I was somewhat dismenu, this was obvious (noodles cold noodles and salads ($5.95- appointed at the lack of variety, but
this and noodles that). I guess I $7.95), noodles and dumplings in hopefully in the future Dood.les will
should not have been ali that sur- broth ($6.50-$9.95) and Doodles add more selections.
Doodles does provide lots of
prised seeing that their slogan is "a . special noodle dishes ($7 .25-$9 .95).
I ordered the Shanghai Egg noodles but many of the "extras" are
uniquely different Chinese Restaurant with oodles of noodles and Noodles with Shrimp ($7.95). This not offered. They do not serve any
dumplings.".
dishis madewithegg noodles, fried kind of alcohol, which is unfortunate because the meal would have
The appetizers sounded quite vegetables and a brown sauce.
tempting, with a mix of traditional
While the menu describes the been complimented with a glass of
favorites like the Dem Sero ($3.60) sauce as flavorful, I wouldn't quite Pinot Noir or Saki.
The building is non-smoking,
and non-traditional selections like . term it that. I felt that it lacked any
so
for
those of you who like to light
the Chinese Chicken Tacos ($8.50). kind of character.
up
after
your meal, leave your cigaI decided to try· the Scallion ·
A brown sauce should not
rettes
at
home.
·
·
Pancake ($1.50 a piece).
compete with the freshness of the
While the pancake itself was accompanying vegetables or meats,
flaky, I found it to be a bit oily. it should· bring all the flavors to- · (please see Noodles, page 13)
LYNN

SHANAHAN .

The noodles
seemed to· be never
ending; they
appeared to
multiply as I ate.

Mon.-Fri.
11:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. · ·

Doodles
· 3443 Edwards Rd.
871~7388

11:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
-THEATER

REVIEW-

Wild 'Wild Oats'
long lost wives and sons, reunited ·
BY JAY KALAG:AYAN
brothers and lovers that are just a tad
GUEST WRITER
too related.
Unruly bar brawls, the roar of
All this occurs to the comfortgunfire and flying glass make way . ing soundtrack of a western.
for Shakespearean. quotations.
"Wild Oats," based on the faJarnes McLure
wild west comedy,
"Wild
Oats" gallops
into the Ensemble Theatre '
of. Cincinnati ·
with a series of .
laughs for the . ·
performers and
audience.
The well
casted girth of
Col. Croftus
Thunder,
played b)I Wil- ·
liam
L.
Schwarber
booms onto the
.
.
A scene from "Wild Oats;"
· stage with his ·.
faithful,Irish-NativeAmericancom.:. mous comedy by John O'Keefe has·
panion, Crow played by Michael O. been brought from the 18th century
.Bath following the opening drunken . ·to the wild, wild west with hilarious
· skirmish.
results .
. These colorfui descriptions
· Superb .costumes, designed
pale in comparison to the characters by Rebecca Senske, flash across the
and.plot of"Wild Oats."··
SJ~ge.
James .McLure .guides us .
(please see Wild, page 13)
through a sea of s·exual innuendo, .

Take-out and daily lunch ·
spefia.Is·.available.
.·.Non,;~fuCi~ifigJ .....·
environment.
.

'

-

.

.

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '98
lnter11ational Showcase· of Talent
Sunday, March 29
Kelley Auditorium/ 6:30-8:00

Movie Series
MQnday, March 30 - Wednesday, April 1
Featuring - ''Romero",
''The Gods Must Be Crazy", &
''La Reine Margot"
Romero Intemat'l Center/ 5:00-7:00

Game Night & Potluck Dinner
Bring a dish, a game or 3$.
Buenger Rec Room/ 6:00-8:00
You may win a prize!

"Call 745-2864 for further information.
Sponsoretf 6y _I.SS.

·" ,,.., "

Worthy
'Wild
Things'
...
In Stores

BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY
FILM CRJTIC

"Wild Things" opens in Blue
Bay-a small town in Florida, right
next to the Everglades where affluence is all that's significant. If you
are not wealthy, or helping the
wealthy, you just don't' seem to
matter. ·
The first person we meet is
Sam Lombardo (Matt Dillon) who
happens to be the high school guidphoto courtesy Mandalay Entertainment
ance counselor. Sam seems to surNeve
Campbell
and
Denise
Richards
star in. "Wild Things."
vive in this town, not due to his
financial .status, but because he is (Daphne Rubin-Vega) arrest Sam,
It seems that it should be show. the town playboy.
with seemingly irrefutable evidence ing on Cinemax late-night. The
Sam's amazing libido attracts against him.
funny ·thing about this is that, as
the attention of Kelly Van Ryan
To add to Sam's woes, local low-grade as the film is, it works
(Denise Richards,) daughter of the · "swamp trash" Suzie Toller (Neve well and is entertaining. It keeps
richest family in town. Everyday Campbell)isclaimingthesamerape your full attention for the span of
she throws Sam visible "hints," cry, and corroborating what Kelly two hours without letting go.
some so obvious that she could con- has also presented.
· As serious as the film seems
sume any man she de.sires but not
Sam's lack of money leads to take itself, it manages great moSam. His one, single roma~tic policy him to schlock lawyer Ken Bowden ments oflevity provided by Murray
is "not to date his students."
(Bill Murray) to try and save his himself. His performance as the
It so happens that one day hide from certain conviction.
ambulance chasing lawyer honestly
Kelly comes over to Sam's humble
It is at this point in the story, makes the movie.
abode with "honorable" intenti.ons. where the conclusion slowly begins
Director John McNaughton
She offers to wash his car, and when to enfold. And to satisfy the filz:n' s ("Henry, Portrait ofa Serial Killer")
she is done she heads straight into · publicist, I will not reveal anything presents us with a decent satire of
his place to "fetch the coupon."
further. Honestly go to the movie to the cheesy budget/plot films that
A day passes, and suddenly see what I have withheld.
dominate late night pay-cable.
Kelly is crying that she was raped.
"Wild Things" is a low-grade,
On a whole, "Wild Things" is
Sex crim.e detectives, Ray Duquette drawn out soap opera with a bit of an entertaining film that is worth
(Kevin Bacon) and rnoria Perez nudity.
catching at the nearest cineple}(.

The following will be ill stores on March 31:

A Tribe Called Quest, The Love Movement (Jive); Dan Bern,
Fifty Eggs (WORK Group); Dirty Three, Ocean Songs (Touch and
Go); Gang Starr, Moment of Truth (Noo Trybe/Virign); Rebbie
Jackson (Jackson family sibling) Yours Faithfully (MJJIW9RK
Group); Montel Jordan, Let's Ride (w/ Matster P guesting on title
track) (RAL/Mercury); This Perfect Day, C-60 (550 Music);
Ultraspank, Ultraspank (Epic); Jody Watley, Flower (Big Beat/
Atlantic); OST, City of Angels (Reprise) ...
... all release dates are tentative.

Concerts A Go Go
Friday, March 27

Sunday, March 29

The Stigmatics w/ Zaxxon
@ 109 W. McMillan Ave.
above Mr. Tuxedo

Sylvain Sylvain
@Sudsy Malone's

Saturday, March 28

Tuesday, March 31

1964 The Tribute
@ Taft Theatre

Reverend Horton Heat
w/ face to face and
The. Mighty Blue Kings
@Bogart's

Clint Black w/ Trace Adkins
and the Kinleys
@The Crown

Cows w/Vaz.
@Sudsy Malone's

Fishbone w/ Heavy Weather
@Ripley's

Co111nton ground~..

<Bocfy Loathing ... <Bocfy Love ~
One of our most popular shows, Body Loathing ... Body Love explores
.the many lives affected by eating disorders. The focus here is on
prevention and education. The .issues, feelings and circumstances
behind Anorexia, Bulimia, and Binge Eating Disorders are expressed
through scenes, monologues and movement pieces.

Tuesday, March 31, 1998
7:00 p.m. ·
University Theat1·e

Coffee and music lovers alike are invited to find the best of both
worlds Friday and Saturday at Common Grounds Cafe in Covington,
Ky.
Friday features the musical museings of Spodie, Latter Day and
Friar Funk. This straight-edge rock show begins at 10 p.m.
Saturday brings Mark Messerly andBrian Ewing to the Grounds
with their folky, acoustic rock. sound.
The duo's recording has received rave reviews in City Beat and
Everybody's News as well as Scene Magazine in Cleveland. "A
superb recording," noted City Beat while Scene raved "Simply put,
together Messerly and Ewing are at times incredible."
They are also receiving airplay on local radio stations WOXY,
WKNU and WA.IF.
Noted for their original work, multi-instrumentalism and tight
harmonies, Messerly and Ewing have drawn comparisons to Uncle
Tupelo. The show begins at 10 p.m.
Both shows cost $3 and afe open to all ages.
The Common Grounds Cafe is located at 8 West Pike St. in
Covington, Ky. For more information call 491-4300.

Back By Popular Demand- Friday Night Fever
The be_st of '70s, '80s, '90s dance music

Sponsored by ·
Wellness Team,
Department of AtlJetics,
Health and Counseling,
& Marriott Dining Services

Every Fri. - LADIES NIGHT! Free
Admission for the ladies in before 1 lpm
Every ~unday.- SUNDAY NIGJIT FEVER

The home of the best disco in town

Every Fri. & Sun. $1.00 Drinks
Refreshments

Now 18 & Older for· all nights & events!

Noodles
(continued from page 11)
One benefit, offered by the
owners, is a 1O percent discount to
Xavier students.
So when you dine at Doodles,
don't forget your student ID, and
mention that you read about the restaurant in the Newswire.
If you like noodles,· and ru.:e
not in the mood for Italian, stop by
Doodles for a variety of Chinese
entrees.
They offer take-out and daily
lunc_h specials, which is a great convenience.
This may be a restaurant worth
looking into if you are searching for
a non-traditional Chinese dining
experience and "oodles of noodles."

Jalll
(continued from page 11)
The performance, though
beautiful in the music itself, was
made an even more magnificent
show because of what all the proceeds of the concert benefited.
A group of Xavier students,·
·who are caravaning a trip to Nicara- ·
gua, used this concert to begfo their ·
massive fundraising efforts.to make
the trip possible. Both medical and
educational supplies will be taken
· to Nicaragua this summer.

Expose yourself to something really bright this
summer-the chance to
wrap up a required course
or get a jump on finishing
your degree-at Loyola
University Chicago.

Theevent, whichincluded300
peanut butter and jelly sanwiches
made for local shelters, was organized by Earthbread.
Editor's Note: The Over the
Rhine concert raised about $2,000,
$500 of which was donated to the
Drop Inn Center and the remaining
money was donated to the Inter. community Jusitce and Peace Center.

This could be you. Friends a-nd
fun at the
·Newswire.
Call x2878 .

Wild
(continued from page 11)
Well choreographed fight
scenes constantly jostle the plot and
director Drew Fracher keeps the
audience on it's toes with quick wit
and quick fists.
Highlights include the amaz- ·
ing memory of the hero, Jack Rover,
played by Scott A. New whq spouts
Shakespearean cannon with ease.
K. Jenny Jones proves both
her comedic and fighting prowess
as the pretty-fisted Kate Thunder.
The Ensemble also incorporates the crowd as a position in the
second-acts chorus is auctioned off
as a fund raiser.
"Wild Oats" is the perfect
comedy to attract a wide variety of
audience to the EnsembleTheatre.
An evening oflaughs, sing-alongs and gunfire will be performed
until April 5. For more information
call 421-3555.

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

Over $400 in Cash· and Prizes

Contestents must be signed in by 8:30 p.m.
All Monday night winners (1st, 2nd & 3rd place)
will quality for the.$15,000 Bikini Finals to be held
the week of July 20th,. 19981

EXCLUSIVLY AT:

·01AMON

CABARET,.

For More lnformatio ,

. (937) 438-453.
OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEKI
960 Mlam/sburg-CSntervllle Road
l-75exit44, 3mlleseastofthsDaytonMallonSt. RI. '125

• J;"lexible class schedules.:_ ·
days, _evenings and
weekends_:_at Loyola's
four Chicago-area
·
campuses, plus a
convenient touch-tone
registration (TfR) system.

Enroll in our Summer
Sessions (May 18 - June 26
and June 29 - August 7)
and get something that
outlasts a tan: ·

Summer· Sessions
May 18 - June 26
June 29 :. August 7

Enroll now.·

• A superior education with
top-quality faculty at
Loyola, rated as one of the
nation's "best" universities.
• A wide choice of undergraduate courses in
business, arts and sciences,
education and nursing,
including Political Science
(PLSC) 101: American
Politics.

Show your valid student ID and get f6 off a full-service
oil change and/or fS off any other service, like
differential, automatic or manual transmission
services, or a cooling system flush and fill.
Every Valvoline Instant Oil Change 8 includes:
•a 14-point maintenance check by certified technicians
• free fluid top-offs during service intervals. up to 7 quarts
of Valvoline 8 oil •a 100% satisfaction gu,arantee
Offer valid at any of our 20 Cincinnati locations.
Call 1-800-FAST-CHANGE for the one nearest you.

• Access to 400+ networked
computers and one of the
, nation's top-ranked
university library systems.
Nationally Recognized. Individually Focused.

9> -~
: • ;i LUNIVEOYOLRSA1TY

~~

s CHICAGO
-

~

~ •"~~

·

For The.
Summer
Call
Today:
· Sess.•i·.ons Cata. ·log,.

l·B00·7·LOYOLA, ext. 72014
·.
.

.

.

.. . . _Or vbH our Web site: hflP.://www.luc.edu

Loyola Unlverstty Chicago Is an equal otJl)O<tunlty educator and 8!11ploojer C1998 La,"Ola UnJWrslty Chicago.

lllllW

Offer not valid wltlrany other same service offers or discounts.
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Don't ·ju·st .read
the,Ne. wswire.
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Write fo·r· it·:· . : ....._..
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Positions for the 1998-1999 staff are still
available. Call 745-3122 or pick up an
application at the Newswire offices in Cohen.

March 28 & 29
Saturday 8 p.m. & Sunday 1 p.m.
NoIWood Golden Gloves Boxing Club
Mills and Walter, NoIWood
$10 Admission/$2 Admission for
students
.
Free Parking 931-4389

.• Nike • Champion• 1'on1rny Hilfiger • Levi • Guess
•

•

•

••
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A Tr B.,m e nuo u s 5 e 1e c ti a n a f· i:J u me 8r a11 ds
· Tho us a n ds o f Ne v1 Ar r i v nI s Ev e r ~r Da v ! ·
J

I

·· , .· :Boogie Nights, the annual .
The Know Theatre Tribe is
. SAC spring dance, is finally here. performing afJoseph Beth BookTheykriow 'you have been waiting sellers in Hyde Park at 11 a.m.
for this night. As if you need reason.
March 30
· · •· March 2·6
··• March25 ·
to drink, though that is not an enGinny Frazie with Circles and
, couraged activity .. Of course, it is at Arrows is giving a free concert at 8.
·. ·. . 0 So,: there !lny classe&Jeft .
Marllyn Dickstein Kopp will . Music Hall :from 9-11 p.m. And p.m. at Off the A venue Studios on
Under Fire: Soviet Women
for the'tinderc:Ia8smen ???.· - ·· ~. : - ··-_;.· ·: be lecturing at 8 p:m. in Alter B-11. .· yes; buses will be available for your · .Knowlton Street. . · This event .is Combat Veterans of World War II
She' ~HI . be·· disctissing, Pro~Life .. sil.fe .driving ·needs. ·and will· begin: benefitting 'the comniunity based will be in Cohen Art Center. The
. ' lb~:'Weather. is. warming up . Feniiriism: A. Choibe for Human : running at 8:45 p.m; atthe bottom of .. education of ALLY.
gallery is open from 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
. arid the gdll·is· getting hot The . Dignity'.·
.
. . tb.e residentiiil mall; that would be
There will be a panal discussion,
.... cotrimuters are bringiri.g outthe hot ' .
.
.
..
. by Buenger Hall. '.fhere will be no
The Beatle's are back. Not "Women's Stories· of Combat" to·dogs and hamburgers to satisfy yoiir · . .
.''Rent''. is now playing at the ·. pushing, shoving, drinking, smok- ·. the real Beatie' s, but close enough . . mOQ;OW.
hunger. Qrab,somegrubfr0m 11:30 Aronoff Center. bon'fmiss· thi's .· ing,.yomiting; hands or heads out 1964 "The Tribute" is the No. 1
Beatle's·tribute band, and they are
a.m.~2:30p:m:ontheacad~mic~all. spect~cularshow.
the window and no screaming;
coming to the Taft Theatre for
f '. •
If... yoti aren'.t going.. to the $16.50. You can find that under
I After eriioying th.a.t.warmh_,o_t ... ·.
.
dog, go back the commu.ters llrid · .
.•··.....
dance, yoUcan go seeJGB, the Jerry· your roommates bed.
March 31
get some ,ice cream at the ice cteam
.
.
. Garcia band mem~ers band. They
social onthe academic inallfrorn 2.- ·.'
M .· h 27
are playing at Bogart's for $15 .
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m~el()bbymfrontofKelleyA,udi~'
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· ·

d
·
:.·s·a. lJ. . ·r a_. v . ·'.

· · . arc ·
.. . . .
.:.·SACapplicationsare'duefor ·· · \: ...
aliofthose students
are eager
: . ,:to geti11volved with campus'.iife,
., .

·.·.··~snots nm?g;. erain.ocation.~s
.
. ton um. · · · . ··. .
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They .want to. take the very
thingthat'helpsyoulive,andgiveit
to someone else. Itsoundshorrible,
sticking a ijeedfo ill you and all. But

:

'After filling yotir stom.~6h~~\> .: .. '
'
.IVIarch 28
. . . ... ·.
it really)sn't that bad, unless they
C".·.·.·., .· . ·..... ··.
· •
·,, :.,; •.TheRoads1de.TheatreCom. '
. ,:Louie'Anderso and Bill can'tgeqtinbecauseyourveinsare
you st~~J~:W,<;>~~l:'.t:, .~~~£:,~e h7c¥
be p~rfbrriiingjn the Uni'.: ., '· •· , . . ·. ·. ·..· . .... ·. · . •.: ;. ·... ··.·.. ·.. . . . .·. .·, Engvallareh.jlar·.·
.. iou. s arid giv... ing you.. too small C>r hidden. Butjust think,
you:are.gomgto·dow1th•yourhfe; ......... ;•·" ·.
,,,. . . • .. ·• · .•· ·· ··
....... · · · · · ·
· · · · ·
·· .....
·
· · ·
. · . · .·. · · ·· · · ·· ·· . : "·· .... · ... ·. ··. ,·; · · · vers1tyTheatre at7p.m.·~···· · •· ··. · > .'.'A:Nightwith 'the'Blues,.fea~ .. d1eopportunity:;to •. get soni.e:stom- ,,.flll· of this is.for. a. good cause. It
0
Here l~ a~l~e,' ? J~.C~ee,r:~~ght m ':.}. ~..•
turilig Mojo Boogie ·.and· Xavier's·•: achpa.iris' fr~fularighing so hard at 8 .• could save someone's life. So give

.' '

>

· .... ·

••

'

.,

·\pany:will
>.

\'

'

'

'

•

..... ~~~c~o~~~~~:f:~::!~~7i~~~ ·, , .~ Z~xo~~., !~~- extr~~~di_n~~ly'..< rr~f:. Colella; 'so~nds:like:,a perr~C:t. ·P·Il1'"in the Taft Theatre. .
. .· the gift oflife, give blood in the OKI
· .. . P
.. . , ;
. '"'•', .
:wonderful Xay1er p~d, is. playmg even111g to the. average per§~n. S9;. .
Room from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. It does
to Y~,u a~out professi~~al.s,P~rts pro- one~· agiiin fof. your listf'.ning plea-: '·. ritaybe: just maybe; you sh9uld' try \ > . Another day with bands with not take six hours, only around 20
. . ,mo~~ns, .he~~c,are,Jo~i:iruis~ an_d .sure. this timeitis:'at' Jo9 :West\ Jhis;ouf.yourself, even though y<)u :: C>dcfnames playing. Skatalites with minutes.· Arid it really doesn't hurt, .
..· · '6~:fs:6:~di~t!::s~:s.:, c~n~~i· .. M~~ll~ ~,t~ a~o~~avi(J~i~d~C>:'.:: :ai~ i0.;aboye a~erag~ per~on. · ~o~. ··:',¥t;·~,tj?.~-~~lirig arid Short Milli~ ·.. as long as you do~ 't look.
.· · ·: . •.· .. h : i fi .. g~ · ·. · , 1Jieshow.n1cludesZaxxonandother ~$~2·at the door (which meanst:it's ·•·are";playmg,,,a,t:Sogart!s for...:.$13.... , . __ . _ ;:. ,___ , ,,, _ ·
.h~y:n::;e:!a~Zr . b::;~~::~r
b~ri~s- µtat ru:e insignificant us :C: ¢h,~~pe,r if, YO,_U buy ticket~.,in »a~-{; ~~ataiites1s~~i0dd, it just is.n 't typ- .·• ' ~aseb!lll at Mianii at 2 p.m.
MP 'b
.· · · .·· i:;" ·. . .· . ~·. ,.since _Zaxxohincludes Xavier stu-; vance}y()U cairpartak·in 1the 7 p.m. _.ingfriefi:dly;AsfoiLet'sGoBowl.
.
.
. ne:~;- e Y?:u ~~ ea samtary!eng~- den,t8'.' The show, stait~ at8:30 p.nl. :.sile~t- auttioQ).~1fd·.~eiiJ<)y )he ·;i},ng,'4?,)'q~'thii#thatwhilethinking . . ... Body. Loathing... Body Love
Please be promt, these are fellow complimentiy'im{~·dri!l~ an~ hot· of.a name; -one·of the ·members willbeintheUniversityTheatreat
Xavier ,students.
· and cold appetiz.e~s the Armory. · wanted to go bowling and the other · 7. p.m. The issues, feelings and
·
·
··. · ·· ·
'
.
.Al.Io. fthi. sishelp".in·g·supportHabitat '.th.·oug'ht it was g'ood band name? circumstances behind e::iting disor.. Wha.t. a busy day yo.. ll have.;
. '•
,.
.
··
Let's. try t.o k.e.ep everyone·.•· fci~.·Humanity.. ·so.·J.·.0i.·n the.fun, yo.u.·. Deep ·th.ought·s. fo.r: those who don't. deni are expressed through scenes,
All that thinking J'ust makes· you ·
··
··
·
·
· ·
·
· ·away::fromd1e h9spltal fo~ight. · · · aren't too good'f9rjt. ·
·
pay attention in class. ·
monologues and movement pieces .
. thirsty, doesn'tit? No problem.
'
.
You can go tp International Coffef: :

t9'

:t> ..

in·

Hour in the Romero·. Center .from ·, :·
. 3:30~4:30p.rrt/Talk to some otl1er :; · ·.·
. students about.your slight problem
, about your ;future and grab some .
·. advice from theni. .
. .
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BIGMOUTHS'
. .
Enjoy people?· Enjoy talking on
the phone? Do you want to make full
time money butcinly work part time?
. Are you motivated and energized? Then
this is the jolifo~youl NO SELLING
. INVOLVED! Hours are M~Th; 4-9 p.m.,
. ',Fri 4-~ p.m., Sano a.m;·2wn. $8/hr.
.base pay plus commli>siori first30 days,·
then up to $9f'1r; plus commission.
Located In Sharonville. Call Joe be. , tWeen'3;8 p.m., M~Th at 772-2274
FOR RENT
3 bedroom aP.t., very· close to
Oakley s·quare, private porch, large
. rooms, central air, dishwasher, washer/..
dryer. $765 .month+ deposit. Ali utilities
rent. Call 631-5007.
.included.In
.
?

. ·•• )Vaiehouse; It is nor exactly your ·
· fist pick, obviously, but hey, it can·
· ibdii'fi_ffyou letit Anyways, there
is nll~nightnioshing. Better yet, it's
·free.With the pass that you can find .
·, in CityBeat on page 22.. It wilfbe .
..well worth the money you spend ori ' .
· thefreemagaziriewiththe free cou-..
poil;'.;'.Get:yo6r.friend to.drive.·.and.' ,.
you :wo1ft even have pay for gas.
. : ii' ·.'

a

· · .·; MUSIC 'INDUSTRY INTERN·
SHIP'·
· ·. ·• ..·. . Se'eking sfre~~ 111arketing reps in
, Cincinnati who love alternative/rock music. ·' 10-20h,rs/wk,·worklng directly with
..record stores, lifestyle· stores, ·colleges·
·., and~rtists: Cali i~~88-733-2687offax
·,:resume 818-345"30.17 ..
. .,

'

'

'

SUMMER JOBS!
· NOW HIRING!
EARN $280-$750 per week in
the Columbus and Cincinnati suburbs.
. Team ·.Manager, Team Painter, and
lntef'!'lship openings.available in your
hometown; Work outdoors, 40 hours
per week, close to home. E-mail us an
application by visiting our website at
wwW.collegecraft.com. Or call for an
interview at 1-800-589-9444. ·
·
College Craft Ho_usepainters
.FOR RENT
Walking distance to XU campus,
2 apt. available, 4 bedrooms each .. Extra large rooms, all utilities furnished,
equiped kitchens, off street parking;
washers/dryers. Includes guest membership at Clinton Hills Swlm/Raquet
Club; Call 242-1567.
Wlf\I A BIG SCREEN TV OR
MAID SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
while raising rrioney for your student organization. Earn up to $5 per
Visa/Mastercard application~ The first
50 groups to.complete: the .fundraiser
· receive free· .movie'. passest · Call· for 1
·details. 1"800-932-0528.x 75: · · ·

.

.. .. FQF,1 f1El1ff.
.
. ..
. INTERVIEW SECRETS
... ··. '.. Studios, 1 or 2 bedrooms, across
High paying jobs I Learn secrets
·from carJipus, Carpeted; equipped. Quiet·
Recorded message: 1tjuilding:. $26!5~$69,5. Heat paid. Don't others
.. wait! 961-5555.
·
888-640-8840
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• Nike • Champion
• 'l'on1rnj"" Hilfiger
• Levi • Guess
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